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Electroweak eigenstates

Right handed neutrinos 
are singlets 

no weak interaction
no EM interaction
no strong interaction

can’t produce them
can’t detect them

-- so why bother? –

Also called ‘sterile’
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But at least 2 or 3 pieces are still missing

neutrinos have mass... 
and this very probably implies new degrees of freedom

 Right-Handed, Almost «Sterile» (very small couplings) Neutrinos
completely unknown masses (meV to ZeV), nearly impossile to find. 

.... but could perhaps explain: DM, BAU, small -masses

THE STANDARD MODEL IS COMPLETE .....



Neutrino physics -- Alain 

Blondel  

Adding masses to the Standard model neutrino 'simply' by adding a Dirac 

mass term (Yukawa coupling)

implies adding a right-handed neutrino (new particle)

No SM symmetry prevents adding then a term like

and this simply means that a neutrino turns into a antineutrino 

It is perfectly conceivable (‘natural’?) that both terms are present.

Dirac mass term + Majorana mass term ‘see-saw’

B. Kayser, the physics of massive neutrinos (1989)
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See-saw type I :
MR  0
mD  0
Dirac + Majorana
mass terms

MR = 0

mD  0

Dirac only, (like e- vs e+): 

L     R     L R
½      0          ½      0

4 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

Some have I=1/2  (active)

Some have I=0    (sterile)

MR  0

mD = 0

Majorana only

L               R   
½                 ½      

2 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

All have     I=1/2  (active)

MR > mD  0

Dirac + Majorana

 N  N
½      0          ½      0

4 states , 2  mass levels

m

Iweak=

m1 have ~I=1/2  (~active)

m2 have ~I=0    (~sterile)

see-saw

Mass eigenstates
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dominantly:



A few REFERENCES
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arxiv:1208.3654

Phys.Lett.B631:151-156,2005
arXiv:hep-ph/0503065

FCC design study and FCC-ee http://cern.ch/fcc-ee
and presentations at FCC-ee physics workshops
http://indico.cern.ch/category/5684/

arxiv:1308.6176

arXiv:1411.5230v2

arXiv:1606.06719v121 June

B. Kayser, the physics of massive neutrinos (1989)

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503065
http://cern.ch/fcc-ee
http://http/indico.cern.ch/category/5684/
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Some Recent papers:

The seesaw path to leptonic CP violation 
A. Caputo, P. Hernandez, M. Kekic, J. Lopez-Pavon, J. Salvado arXiv:1611.05000

Sterile neutrino searches at future e−e+, pp, and e−p colliders
Stefan Antusch, Eros Cazzato, Oliver Fischer arXiv:1612.02728v2

things are moving fast! 



-- mixing with active neutrinos leads to various observable consequences
-- if very light (eV) , possible effect on neutrino oscillations 
-- if in keV region (dark matter), monochromatic photons from galaxies with E=mN/2  

-- possibly measurable effects at High Energy
If N is heavy it will decay in the detector (not invisible)  
 PMNS matrix unitarity violation and deficit in Z «invisible» width
 Higgs, Z, W visible exotic decays H ii and Z ii , W-> li i

 also in K, charm and b decays via W*-> li
 ,  lj



with any of six sign and lepton flavour combination

 violation of unitarity and lepton universality in Z, W or  decays
-- etc... etc...  

-- Couplings are very small (𝒎𝒗 / mN) (but who knows?) and generally seem
out of reach at high energy colliders. 

𝒗 = 𝒗𝑳 cos - 𝑵𝒄
𝑹 𝐬𝐢𝐧

Manifestations of right handed neutrinos

𝑵 = 𝑵𝑹 cos+ 𝒗𝑳
c  sin

𝒗 = light mass eigenstate
N = heavy mass eigenstate
 𝒗𝑳 , active neutrino 
which couples to  weak inter.
and  NR, which does’nt. 

one family see-saw :
  (mD/M)

𝒎𝒗
𝒎

𝑫
𝟐

𝑴

mN  M  
|U|2  2 𝒎𝒗 / mN
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𝒗𝑳 = 𝒗 cos + 𝑵 sin

what is produced in W, Z decays is: 
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Present limits

Future

Based on arXiv:1504.04855v1 ‘SHIP physics paper’
And Pilar Hernandez, HEP-EPS Vienna

FCC-ee
1012Z,  10-100cm

1013Z, 0.01-500cm

Ldecay10m Ldecay =1mm

0v
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(indirect) Effect of right handed neutrinos on EW precision observables

The relationship |U|2  2 𝒎𝒗 / mN is valid for one family see-saw. 
For two or three families the mixing can be larger (Shaposhnikov)  
Antush and Fisher have shown that a slight # in Majorana mass can generate
larger mixing between the left- and right-handed neutrinos. Worth exploring. 

«𝒗𝑳 = 𝒗 cos + 𝑵 sin»  (cos)2 becomes parametrized as 1+  ( is negative)
the coupling to light neutrinos is typically suppressed. 
In the GF, MZ 𝑄𝐸𝐷 scheme, GF (extracted from ee ) and g should be increased
This leads to *correlated* variations of all predictions upon e or mu neutrino mixing.   
Only the ‘number of neutrinos’ (Rinv and had

peak ) is sensitive to the tau-neutrino mixing. 
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Other quantities that could be sensitive to the light-heavy mixing

1. the tau life time would be sensitive to 
 how well can we measure the tau life time with 1011  ? 

= (290.3 ± 0.5) × 10−15 s    c= 87.03 μm 
Mass m = 1776.86 ± 0.12 MeV limits the sensitivity to 0.3 10-4

2. the measurement of the ‘number of neutrinos’ 



N = 2.984 0.008

This is determined from the Z line shape scan 
and dominated by the measurement of the 
hadronic cross-section at the Z peak maximum 
little parametric dependence

The dominant systematic error is the theoretical
uncertainty on the Bhabha cross-section (0.06%)
and QED effects which represents an error of 0.0046 on N

Improving on N by more than a factor 2 would require a large effort 

to improve on the Bhabha cross-section calculation

Error may decrease to 0.002….

- 2  :^) !!

At the end of LEP:
Phys.Rept.427:257-454,2006





given the very high luminosity, the following measurement can be performed

Neutrino counting at TLEP

125GeV

needs to be harmonized with running plan
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The interest of these ‘indirect’ tests

They constrain the  coupling to the RH neutrinos independently of their mass  
-- very high mass sensitivity if one assumes large coupling (10-4)

Experimentally some new requirements
-- tau life time measurement? 
-- Single gamma Nv counting needs to be included

arXiv:1612.02728v2



e,
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Direct searches
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Search Processes (I)

Meson decay (,K: neutrino beams) examples: mN Below m: 
N 3;  N  w E=mN/2

,K,

Long life, dark matter candidate
Equilibrium with neutrinos 
produced in the stars
 Search for gamma emission line 
(such as 3.5 keV line)
Drewes et al; arXiv:1602.04816v1

Decay via W gives at least two charged particles, 
and amounts to ~60% of decays. 
Searches for long lived decays in neutrino beams
PS191, NuTeV, CHARM; SHIP and DUNE  proposals

×
𝑃

45𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐
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+

Search for heavy right-handed neutrinos in collider experiments.  

Processes (II)

B factories

Z factory (FCC-ee, Tera-Z)

Hadron colliders

HE Lepton Collider (LEP2, CEPC, CLIC, FCC-ee, ILC, ) 

(*)

+

-

Phys. Rev. D 92, 075002 (2015)
arXiv:1503.05491

arXiv:1411.5230

or 𝑙
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FCC-ep

Clearly the ep collisions produce abundant numbers of neutrinos, which
will be mixed with RH neutrinos. 

e-

W

-N
x

𝑙

𝑙∓

 e-

W


x

𝑙

q

q
W

W

A question more than a statement: does this cause any problem
of trigger? acceptance? background? 

hard lepton can have ‘wrong sign’!
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Searches for heavy neutrinos h in B decays

-- BELLE  Phys. Rev. D. 87, 071102 (2013), arXiv:1301.1105

Search for  ℓ2 +(ℓ1π), where ℓ1 and π have opposite charge and displaced vertex
for M(νh) =1GeV/c2 and |Ue|2 = |Uμ|2 = 10−4 the flight length is cτ ≃ 20m. 

 charge and flavour of ℓ2ℓ1 can be any combination of e, , + or - because the heavy 
neutrino is assumed to be  Majorana. (If Dirac fermion, -> opposite charges only). 
A few signal events, no ‘peak’. 

Efficiency for the search

7.8 108 B mesons  at Y4s!

90% CL limits

Scope for 10-100x improvement at SuperKEKb

LHCb collaboration, 
PRL 112, 131802 (2014)

Scope for much improvement
at 13TeV&HL-LHC!
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SuperKEKb (soon) and  FCC-ee (Z->bb)  

NB it will be better since HNL decays mix both charges and flavour
this should be investigated. 

1609.06113v2



CMS  search for same sign muon pairs or electron pairs at the LHC 

CMS 

CMS arXiv:1207.6079.

limits at |U|2 ~ 10-2-5  level

arXiv:1501.05566
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Begin to match/superseed the 
DELPHI limit. 
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ATLAS search for Heavy Neutrinos at LHC  JHEP07(2015)162 arXiv:1506.06020

e-e- , e+e+, -- , ++ final states
(like sign, like flavour leptons)
Concentrates on mN>100 GeV
‘because <100 GeV excluded by LEP’ 

Charge flip significant bkgd for ee channel

or lv
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LHC prospects

~109 νs from W decays in ATLAS and CMS with 25 fb-1 @8 TeV

Signals of RH neutrinos with mass  mW could be visible if mixing angle O(10-7,8)

The keys for that region of phase space

-- require displaced vertex
-- allow leptons of different charge and flavour
-- constrain to W mass.

If lifetime is short
require triple lepton signature 

Ph. Mermod

Hope for considerable improvement
in W decays at LHC! 



RHASnu’s production in Z decays 

multiply by 2 for antineutrino and add contributions of  3 neutrino species (with different |U|2) 

Production: 

Decay 
Decay length: 

cm

Backgrounds : four fermion:    e+e-W*+ W*- e+e- Z*(vv) + (Z/)*  

NB CC decay always leads to 

 2 charged tracks

18/01/2017 25



Alain Blondel Future Lepton Colliders

20                  50            100

Interesting region

|U|2 ~ 10-9 to 10-12 @ 50 GeV

heavy neutrino mass

L=1m

L=10m

L=1mm

a large part of the interesting region will lead to detached vertices

...  very strong reduction of background! 
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Decay length


N

+

W-
qq

~1 evt with 1013Zs

Exact reach domain will depend on detector size 
and details of displaced vertex efficiency & background 
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Simulation of heavy neutrino decay in a FCC-ee detector
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NZ = 1012 1mm<L<1m

A.B, Elena Graverini, Nicola Serra, Misha Shaposhnikov

region of interest

FCC-ee sensitivity
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larger detector

more luminosity

closer vertexing

contrary to bb or pp, like sign lepton does not occur. 

arXiv:1411.5230

https://arxiv.org/abs/1411.5230
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NZ = 1012 1mm<L<1m

NZ = 1013 100𝒎 <L<5m

region of interest

FCC-ee sensitivity
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the blind region between 5 and ~20 GeV is reduced directly
as function of the size of the detector.  
8m radius? Under evaluation in the FCC-ee detector group
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Present limits

Future

Based on arXiv:1504.04855v1 ‘SHIP physics paper’
And Pilar Hernandez, HEP-EPS Vienna

FCC-ee
1012Z,  10-100cm

1013Z, 0.01-500cm

Ldecay10m Ldecay =1mm

0v
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NZ = 1013 100𝒎 <L<5m

region of interest

FCC-ee sensitivity
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arXiv:1611.05000v1  (SHIP, B factory, Z factory)

The ratio of decays in muons to electrons is directlly related to the ratio 
of phases (and the known PMNS angles)

 the discovery of a massive neutrino and the measurement of its mass 
and its mixings to electrons and muons can result in a 5 CL discovery
of leptonic CP violation in very significant fraction

of the CP-phase parameter space (> 80%/>60%) for IH/NH
for mixings above O(10-8) in SHiP and above O(10-10) in FCC-ee.

CP violation!



Outlook for FCC-hh

We have seen that the Z factory offers a clean method
for detection of Heavy Right-Handed neutrinos
Ws are less abundant at the lepton colliders

At the 100 TeV pp  W is the dominant particle,
Expect 1013 real W’s.   

There is a lot of /pile-up/backgrounds/lifetime/trigger issues which need to be investigated. 
BUT.... in the regime of long lived HNLs the simultaneous presence of 
-- the initial lepton from W decays
-- the detached vertex with kinematically constrained decay
allows for a significant background reduction. 

But it allows also a characterization both in flavour and charge of the produced neutrino, thus
information of the flavour sensitive mixing angles and a test of the fermion violating nature 
of the intermediate (Majorana) particle. 

VERY interesting... to be further investigated. 
Requirements: displaced vertex trigger or triple lepton signature 
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or 𝑙

(*)

+

-

or 𝑙



Conclusion

The quest for the right-handed neutrinos is very well motivated
…. we have already seen the tail of the dinosaur!

The three FCCs can have their say: 

-- precision EW observables, and number of neutrinos at FCC-ee give limits up to very high masses
but limited to reletively high couplings

-- direct searches for RH neutrinos :
mass below Z mass down to very low couplings (relevant to BAU) at FCC-ee in clean environment
similarly in FCC-hh iff detached vertices can be triggered on or in triple lepton final state
in FCC-eh access to e-mixed RH neutrino  allows direct reach to higher masses (larger mixing)

 different regions of phase space, different capabilities. 
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Present limits

Future

Based on arXiv:1504.04855v1 ‘SHIP physics paper’
And Pilar Hernandez, HEP-EPS Vienna

FCC-ee
1012Z,  10-100cm

1013Z, 0.01-500cm

Ldecay10m Ldecay =1mm

0v
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Find: one event 
in 4x106Z: 

e+

e-

*
e+e-

Z*

search e+ e-
 v N

N v(/Z)*
monojet

e+ e- Search for heavy neutral leptons
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Present limits

Future

Based on arXiv:1504.04855v1 ‘SHIP physics paper’
And Pilar Hernandez, HEP-EPS Vienna

FCC-ee
1012Z,  10-100cm

1013Z, 0.01-500cm

Ldecay10m Ldecay =1mm

0v
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HERE COMES THE FCC
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International FCC collaboration 
(CERN as host lab) to study: 

• pp-collider (FCC-hh) O(100) TeV
main emphasis, defining infrastructure 
requirements 

• 80-100 km tunnel infrastructure in 
Geneva area

• e+e- collider (FCC-ee) 90-400GeV
as possible first step

• p-e (FCC-he) option

• HE-LHC with FCC-hh technology

~16 T  100 TeV pp in 100 km

Future Circular Collider Study 
GOAL: CDR and cost review for the next ESU (2019)

M. Benedikt
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Constr. Physics LEP

Construction PhysicsProtoDesign LHC

Construction PhysicsDesign HL-LHC

PhysicsConstructionProto

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

20 years

CERN Circular Colliders and FCC

DesignFCC

Now is the right time to plan for the period 2035 – 2040
Goal of phase 1: CDR by end 2018 for next update of European Strategy

M. Benedikt

(FCC-ee)

Notional time line:
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new baseline 2016, crab 
waist w 2 IPs
y*=2 mm, x*=1 m

mono-
chromati-
zation?

CEPC

further increase with squeeze to y*=1 
mm, x*=0.5 m

Z WW HZH?QED ?𝒕  𝒕

Single baseline with functioning optics at all energies. 
space for improvement, esp. at Z and W

FCC-ee luminosity per IP
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FCC-ee highest possible luminosity from Z to tt by exploiting b-factory technologies: 
• separate e- and e+ storage rings 
• very strong focussing: β*y = 1 - 2 mm  (target,  baseline -- work in progress!)
• top-up injection 
• crab-waist crossing 
• 100 keV energy 
Calibration.  

Event statistics :

Z peak Ecm :   91 GeV 5 1012    e+e- Z   
WW threshold Ecm : 161 GeV 108       e+e- WW
ZH threshold Ecm : 240 GeV 106       e+e- ZH
tt  threshold Ecm : 350 GeV 106       e+e-tt

LEP x 105

LEP x 2.103

Never done
Never done
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Z pole: 1-2 1036/cm2/s/IP    2.5 1012 Z events (per experiment)               3-5 years
+ Z scan                                            1 year

WW threshold: 3.5 1035/cm2/s/IP                                                                        1 year

mZ , Z (100 KeV),  mW (500 keV), sin2 w
eff (<10-5 from asymmetries & tau polar.),  

Rb , QED (mz) (3 10-5),  s (mz) (O(10-4) from Bzh & Bwh),  Nv from Z (0.0004) etc…                                                  

ZH threshold : 5 1034/cm2/s/IP :  >500’000 Higgs / exp 4 years

tt (ECM 350-365 GeV)  1.3 1034/cm2/s/IP                                        4 years

Higgs width (<1%), invisible width (<0.2%), HZZ (<0.1%) etc. etc.  
Top quark mass (O(10 MeV)) and top couplings from top cross-section and polarization

above luminosities according to March 2016 baseline (with room for improvement);
optimization will continue as luminosity figures evolve; there is no pile-up at FCC-ee! 
in addition possible run at e+e- H (125.2 GeV)

typical running scenario
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of course discovery depends on the goodwill of nature;
a few things that FCC-ee could do and discover (if they exist):

EXPLORE 10 TeV energy scale (and beyond) with Precision Measurements
~20-50 fold improved precision on many EW quantities (eq. factor 5-7 in mass)

mZ, mW, mtop , sin2 w
eff , Rb , QED (mz), s (mz), Higgs and top couplings

DISCOVER that SM does not fit for sure exist extra ~weakly coupled particle(s)   

DISCOVER a violation of flavour conservation

- ex FCNC  (Z →  , e) in 5 1012 Z decays. 

+ flavour physics (1012 bb events!)                  

DISCOVER dark matter as «invisible decay» of H or Z   

DISCOVER very weakly coupled particle in 5-100 GeV energy scale
such as: right-handed neutrinos,  dark photons etc…

…..

FCC-ee discovery potential

M. Bicer et al.,
“First Look at the 
Physics Case of TLEP,”
JHEP01 (2014) 164
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A Sample of Essential Quantities: 

X Physics
Present
precision

TLEP stat
Syst Precision

TLEP key Challenge

MZ
MeV/c2

Input 91187.5 
2.1

Z Line shape
scan

0.005 MeV
<0.1 MeV

E_cal QED 
corrections

Z
MeV/c2

 (T)
(no !)

2495.2  
2.3

Z Line shape
scan

0.008 MeV
<0.1 MeV

E_cal QED 
corrections

Rl
s , b 20.767 

 0.025
Z Peak 0.0001

 0.0002 
Statistics QED

corrections

N
Unitarity of 
PMNS, 
sterile ’s

2.984 
0.008

Z Peak

Z+(161 GeV)

0.00008
0.004 
0.0004-0.001 

->lumi meast

Statistics

QED 
corrections to 
Bhabha scat.

Rb
b 0.21629  

0.00066
Z Peak 0.000003

0.000020 - 60
Statistics, 
small IP

Hemisphere
correlations

ALR
, 3 ,

(T, S )

0.1514
0.0022

Z peak,
polarized

0.000015 4 bunch
scheme

Design
experiment

MW
MeV/c2

, 3 , 2, 

(T, S, U) 
80385
± 15

Threshold
(161 GeV)

0.3 MeV
<0.5 MeV

E_cal &
Statistics

Backgrounds,
QED/EW 

mtop
MeV/c2

Input 173340
± 760

Threshold
scan

10 MeV E_cal &
Statistics

Theory limit
at 50 MeV?
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Theoretical limitations

R. Kogler, Moriond EW 2013

FCC-ee

0.0002 0.0001  

0.0001 

0.0003

0.0005

SM predictions (using other input)

0.0000015 0.000001

0.0000014

0.00001

0.00001

0.0000

0.000000
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Experimental errors at FCC-ee will be 20-100 times smaller than the present errors. 

BUT can be typically 10 -30 times smaller than present level of theory errors

Will require significant theoretical effort and additional measurements!  

Radiative correction workshop 13-14 July 2015 stressed the need for 3 loop calculations for the future!

Suggest including manpower for theoretical calculations in the project cost.
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FCC-hh

1
1
5

gHee/SM <2

To be added to such a table: rare decays and CP violation
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precision H & EW physics at FCC-ee: 

exploratory each

J. de Blas
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NOW BACK TO THE SEARCH FOR RIGHT-HANDED NEUTRINOS
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Search Processes (I)

Meson decay (,K: neutrino beams) examples: mN Below m: 
N 3;  N  w E=mN/2

,K,

Long life, dark matter candidate
Equilibrium with neutrinos 
produced in the stars
 Search for gamma emission line 
(such as 3.5 keV line)
Drewes et al; arXiv:1602.04816v1

Decay via W gives at least two charged particles, 
and amounts to ~60% of decays. 
Searches for long lived decays in neutrino beams
PS191, NuTeV, CHARM; SHIP and DUNE  proposals

×
𝑃

45𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐
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+

Search for heavy right-handed neutrinos in collider experiments.  

Processes (II)

B factories

Z factory (FCC-ee, Tera-Z)

Hadron colliders

HE Lepton Collider (LEP2, CEPC, CLIC, FCC-ee, ILC, ) 

(*)

+

-

Phys. Rev. D 92, 075002 (2015)
arXiv:1503.05491

arXiv:1411.5230


